Installing HID lights on IX and XS Towers

Step One - Open box; remove all contents, and layout parts
Step Two - Prepare Tools and supplies needed to Complete Install: Wire Stripers, butt splices (heat shrink preferred), electrical or rigging tape, Wire Crimpers, 3/4 and 11/16 open end wrenches
Step Three - Locate desired tower light location and remove the plastic plug cap.
Step Four - Pull Wires out and remove plastic cup inside tower
Step Five - Slide Adapter on the wire (tower light side)
Step Six - Butt Splice wires (red to red / black to black. (The HID ballast IS polar sensitive)
Step Seven - Wrap Wires in electrical or rigging tape to help protect against chafing inside tower
Step Eight - Feed the wires into the tower then thread adapter into the tower, hand thread slow and straight
Step Nine - Once hand tight, finish tightening adapter with 3/4 open end wrench until it is snug
Step Ten - Thread the tower light into the adapter mounted on the tower
Step Eleven - Adjust to desired light location and tighten down base nut with 11/16 opened end wrench and tighten Allen set screw.
Step twelve - Installing the light on the tower is done. Because each boat varies based on model years and layout... there is no instruction or manuals included for wiring into the boat system.

Call 425.392.7599 or visit www.bakesonline.com for more info.